Abstract. Map the sky polarization mode is an important feature of remote sensing observation sky effect, describes the polarization signal distribution in the whole sky. The observer instrument design of polarization image acquisition all sky in this paper is used to analyze the distribution of polarized light in the sky, the sky a preliminary determination of polarization distribution around several polarization neutral zone has ring distribution. Firstly, according to the atmosphere the polarization characteristics of information analysis, to determine the basic requirements of remote sensing polarization array design; secondly, gives the design idea of instrument all the components of the system; finally, to obtain the atmospheric observation chart like data processing, access to high quality space atmospheric polarization diagram. Basically meet the request of space atmospheric polarization observations.
Due to different regions, different observation angles correspond to different sky polarization modes. Therefore, the establishment of the sky polarization mode chart, the determination of the regional atmospheric neutral zone, is a prerequisite for the elimination of atmospheric effects.
This paper intends to build a 0.8 meter diameter polarization adaptive observation device for observing atmospheric polarization neutral zone based on polarization array based on the observation times mirror, obtain rich atmosphere, surface feature polarization information to study the atmospheric window effect, ground inversion, radiometric calibration standard; instrument calibration and verification of gas separation equipment based on exploration gas separation, a systematic method of atmospheric and surface inversion error and instrument error separation, and explore other remote instrument calibration may provide for the comparison method; two group adaptive comparison experiment, comparing with ground -atmosphere detection value and groundSky atmospheric detection value, explore the atmospheric effect correction data set or expression, in order to eliminate the atmospheric transmission effect leads to provide long-term test means error. 
Design and Analysis of Polarization Remote Sensing Array
In order to get within a period of time full sky polarization distribution, apply for Peking University of continuous observation experiment, the sky is fine, the experiment in every 1 hour of all sky shot a set of data. Figure 2 is real-time shooting photos and the degree of polarization, polarization azimuth distribution comparison chart. From the results in Figure 2 : firstly, we can know from the position of the sun and the polarization degree of the distribution of each time, the whole sky polarization distribution is not fixed, but varies with the position of the sun; and from the polarization distribution on the map you can clearly see the degree of polarization of a ring distribution, when the sun elevation angle is high close to noon, the sky can be observed in a circular distribution, with the passage of time can be found that the emergence of another ring distribution, and the polarization of the sky degree distribution is the superposition of these two annular distribution; the distribution of polarization azimuth angle has a certain distribution, mainly related to the position of the sun.
Simulation under clear sky the whole sky polarization distribution, the results are shown in Figure 3 , we can see that in fact in the simulation results, the whole sky is concentric with the polarization diagram of the sun as the center of the circle distribution and have a close relationship with the position of the sun. So, the direction of observation line will not meet the sky distribution of remote sensing observations cannot analyze the atmospheric scattering and refraction effect, analyze the need the sky polarization space information. The project intends to design polarization remote sensing array can comprehensively observation of the space, the full range of systematic observation in the full sky polarization signal distribution, considering the scattering of polarized light on the sensor to receive the signal influence. The solid angle for the sky:
The viewing field angle of each observation camera is 3 
, each camera has a solid angle of:
To ensure that the overlap ratio of each phase is 30%, the number of cameras is:
Therefore, to ensure the camera to cover the full sky polarization and 30% overlap and need to set in the sky at least 26 camera on the polarization pattern of the sky to obtain. Figure 4 is sky dividing the distribution graph. 
General Design of Observation Instrument
Phase array system mainly include: full polarization imaging subsystem, fixed azimuth line polarization imaging system, the adaptive compensation of polarization imaging subsystem. Full polarization imaging subsystem to obtain the polarization parameters of all, including: phase polarization, azimuth angle, tilt angle, degree of linear polarization, circular polarization. After obtaining the remote sensing information, the subsystem can measure the polarization parameters immediately.
Electronic control system can be divided into the following several parts: the main control circuit module, the strength of electrical isolation module, power drive module, current monitoring module, position detection module. The electronic control system design as shown in Figure 6 . The position loop using single neuron PID control algorithm. The algorithm uses a supervised Hebb learning rule. In order to ensure the servo system position accuracy and the servo bandwidth, using a disturbance observer and speed feedforward control method. The feedforward control method using simple will position command signal differential. The rate closed ring upon ring system as the controlled object, the position closed ring control block diagram as shown in Figure 7 . 
Conclusion
In order to get the polarization image acquisition in the air space, design the omnibearing observation of polarization remote sensing array and control platform. By controlling the rotation of the system to automatically adjust the camera exposure time was 26 pieces covering the full sky polarization image, by the polarization image data collection and and get a full sky polarization image. The system can real-time updates the all sky image, all-round, systematic observations of polarized signal distribution in the whole sky, to obtain high quality space atmospheric polarization diagram has engineering application value.
